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SUMMER MEETING 2008:                          
Fairmont Banff Springs, Banff, Alberta, Canada                             
July 27, 2008 to August 3, 2008 
 
Let me start by again thanking Mark Fredrickson and Larry Warren for their presentations in the Bahamas 
and all the work they put into them.   
 
Our speakers in Banff are going to be Jim Foster, Bruce Dickinson, and an outside guest - Mr. Lew Grill.  
Mr. Grill is an expert on driver conduct, driver training, and vehicle operation. He has owned truck driving 
schools and Bruce uses him frequently as an expert in his cases. We are still working on their topic, but it 
will generally deal with aggravating issues related to transportation cases, including punitive damages, 
how to deal with them, and current trends. 
 
After Banff, we turn to Hawaii.   The dates are February 21-28, 2009. We need speakers.  A few of you 
have mentioned to me that you might want to speak, but I do not have anyone down yet.  Johnny, Kurt, 
and I have developed a topic.  We would like for the subject to be Early Accident Response and the 
“Emphatic Approach” employed by many companies now.  It would be great if we could get an industry 
member, whose company employs that approach, to talk to us along with a couple of attorneys.  If you 
want to speak, let me know soon.  If you want to speak, but have a different idea, we are not locked into 
this concept, so let me hear from you.  These things are planned pretty far in advance and we have to get 
our paperwork in early. 
 
If you received the fliers on the DRI Trucking Law Seminar in Phoenix, April 17-18, you will have noticed 
that our vice-chairs Kurt Rozelsky and Johnny Sarber on the program.  That is all the more reason to 
attend.  
 
We are updating our Section’s site on the FDCC Website.  The thought is to make it a place where we 
can go to find experts, describe trial or appellate victories by our members, and even post topical papers 
or briefs.  Karen Spivey is going to help with this.  If you have any ideas on this subject, let me hear from 
you. 
 
Finally, you should make your hotel reservations for Banff now, if you have not done so.  There is an 
ABOTA conference after our meeting and there is the possibility that some of their members will be 
coming in early and taking rooms while we are still there. 
 
If you are a hiker, I am told that Banff will be paradise for you.  If you are not, like me, you can take 
comfort from the thought that Canada is the home of Labatt beer. 
 
See you in Banff. 
Eddie. 


